INTRODUCTION
In several papers [GR3] , [GR4] , [GRS] , I have pursued the idea of using loops (nonassociative versions of groups) to describe important and somewhat complicated finite subgroups of sporadic simple groups and Lie groups. In all cases, the loop had 2-power order and was Moufang. I have wanted to find some useful occurrence of other loops, say loops of odd 281 order. A natural place to look was at the exceptional 27-dimensional Jordan algebra decomposed with respect to a special group of automorphisms. The rough form of the product (*) was known, but a suitable function g was not; even the degree of such a function was unknown, though obviously it is symmetric since f is a commutative algebra. A lecture of Edgar Goodaire at the Canadian Mathematical Society Meeting in Windsor, June, 1989 , called my attention to a certain commutative Moufang loop M of order 81; see [Good] . Marshall Osborn knew this loop very well since he had studied it in his thesis [OS] . Conversations with him made it clear that it had many properties in common with the loop 4. Finally, I defined a function g which played the role of a factor set in the construction of Jlr. This g turned out to make the algebra defined by (*) a Jordan algebra. The first proof that this is so is due to a computer program, written by Tom Richardson, for checking the homogeneous form of the standard Jordan identity ab2. b = ab . b2; we sketch another proof.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contributions of several individuals to our results on f : Arjeh Cohen for showing us his calculations of the representation of 3E,(C) and its subgroup X(3, C)3 on f; Aloysius (Loek) Helminck for programming efforts to deduce information about g; Edgar Goodaire, for his interesting and timely lecture; Kevin McCrimmon for several clarifying discussions about Jordan algebras; and, especially, Marshall Osborn for sharing his detailed knowledge of the loop .b (described in (2.10), where it is called A).
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
(2.1) Linearized Jordan Identity.
Let xi, i= 1, 2, 3,4, be nonassociating variables and let ijkl denote a permutation of (1, 2, 3, 4 A loop is a set L with binary operation L x L -+ L, written xy or x.y, such that (2.2.a) there is an element 1 EL such that lx = x = xl, for ail x E L, and (2.2.b) given x E L, there are y, z E L such that xy = 1 = zx.
The nucleus of L is Nut(L) := {X E L 1 ax.6 = a.xb, xa.b = x.ab, and ab.x = a.bx, for all a, b E L} and the center is Z(L) := {z E Nut(L) ) za = az, for all UE L}. See [Br] . The commutator (a, b) of elements a, b is defined by ab = ba.(a, b). The associator (a, b, c) of elements a, b, c is defined by ab.c = (a.bc)(a, b, c). (2.5) DEFINITION. Given loops L and M, an extension is a loop E which participates in a short exact sequence 1 -+ L -+ E +n M -+ 1.
Given f: M x M --) L, we may construct an E as the set Lx A4 with product (a, x) * (b, y) = (ab.f(x, y),xy). Then E is a loop. Given an extension, we choose a transversal, i.e., an element U(X) E E for each x E it4 such that u(x)rc = x, for all x; we then use (2.2.b) here to get a factor set f(x, y), defined by u(x)u(y)=f(x, y)u(xy).
(2.6) Notation. V= [F:; we let x, be the ith coordinate of x E V. Let , for x, y, z E V.
(2.7) Notation. Let {i, j, k} = ( 1, 2, 3) and let L, = L,;, R, = Rji be the functions which send (x, y) to x,x,y,, x, yiy,, respectively.
We use the usual definition of coboundary from cohomology of groups. This notion may be applied to scalar-valued functions whose arguments lie in V. Since we act on the right, if h: G x G + A where A is a module, (&)(x, y, z) = h(x, y) + h(xy, z) -h(y, z). ' + h(x, yz (ii) (J&)(x, y, z) = -xk yizj -xk yizi (2.11) LEMMA. The loop ~'2 is commutative, Moufang, and nonassociative, whence all associators generate Z(d) zZ3. In fact, the associator of (*,x), (*, y), and (*, z) in A is (A, 0).
Proof: Commutativity follows since the symbols R and L occur symmetrically in the definition of g. We compute that the associator of these three elements is (g(x, y) + g(x + y, z) -g( y, z) -g(x, y + z), 0), which by (2.9) equals (A(x, y, z), 0).
To verify the Moufang identity, we get the requirement (g(x, y) + g(z,x)+gb+Y,z+xLo) = (g(Y,z)+g(x,Y+z)+g(x+Y+z,x)~o) from (2.4.a). This is proved by adding the two expressions below for associators of (i), (0, x), (0, y), and (0, z); (ii) (0, u), (0, z) and (0, x), where u stands for x + y:
(2.12) Extraspecial Groups and Their Faithful Modules (Adapted from Sect. 3 of [Gr6] ).
Let Q be an extraspecial group of order ~l+~" and of plus type. Given a nontrivial linear character j* on Z(Q) = (z), there is a unique irreducible module T for Q such that z acts as i(z). Let Q = EF be factorized into elementary abelian groups E and F of orders p1 +" and p", respectively. Then, there is a basis (e(x)1 XE F} of T such that e(x)'= e(xy) for y E F and e(x)'= cp(y)e(x) for YE E, where cp is defined by CP(Y):=~[X, ~1). Let {f( x XE F} be the dual basis of the dual )I module. The space T@ T* has the structure of the associative ring of degree n matrices by the rule e(u)@f(u).e(w)@f(x)=6,..e(u)@f(x). For a linear character cp of Q, let cp denote an element of Q such that jti( [q, cp]) = (p(q), for all q E Q; this determines only the coset of Z(Q) containing q~. Also, let xm be that element of F such that cp-lx,+, E C(E) = E. Now let p be an odd prime.
, where 2k = 1 (mod P); E is alternating, bilinear, and nonsingular. The elements A, := LF E((P, x)e(x) @ f(xx,) are eigenvectors for the linear characters of Q on T@ T* and they satisfy the rule A,A, = F((P, I/I) A,,,,. Since E is a bimultiplicative map Q/Q' x Q/Q' ---f ([), where c is a primitive p th root of unity, essentially detecting commutation, we have that &(a, b) + ~(b, a) = 2 or p+p-' as a and b commute or not, where p is some primitive p th root of unity. Now, let p = 3. In the above, p+ p(-' = -1. Therefore, if we make T@ T* into a Jordan algebra by the symmetrized product AoB:=(AB+BA)/2, we get that A,oA,=A,, or -iA,,, according to whether cp and $ commute or not. When n = 1, this last dichotomy amounts to whether cp and $ are linearly dependent or not (as linear characters, or as elements of Q/Q'). 
Proof
See [Hall] . 1 Let G = B(3, d); see (3.1). Assume we have chosen a set of generators a5d so have a coordinate system in the sense of (3.2). Let V= lFt and U= [F$"); we continue to write the group law multiplicatively. The associated Moufang loop is the loop J$ whose underlying set is U x V with product (a, c) * (a', c') = (aa'h(c, c'), cc'), where h is as in (3.3). Define ~5! := X3 ; as a set, this is F, x IF :.
(3.4) LEMMA (Properties of Md). (i) h is symmetric, whence MI is commutatioe; (ii) 6h = A (see (2.6)); (iii) A gives associators in J/Z of (*, u), (*, u) and (*, w); (iv) N, is commutative and Moufang.
Proof: (i) If CE C,, x, y E (c), then Xj= g and h(x, y) = 1. The inversion map on C, extends to an automorphism of G, whence h(x-', y-') = h(x, y))' for x, y E C,. Easily, we check (a, b, c))' = (a-'[c,b],b~',c~' ). Computing (l,l,y~')(l, 1,~~')=((l, 1,x)(1,1, y)))' in two different ways, we get h(x, y) = h(y, x).
(ii) follows from a straightforward evaluation of (a, 6, ~)(a', b', c') (a", b", c") with the two different associations.
(iii) is straightforward.
(iv) The Moufang identity follows from the fact that A is trilinear. 1 (note that the action of Aut(.&') on the center of .,z%' is by the determinant). We get splitting of this sequence by quoting either [Sah] or [Grl] ; we get nowhere by taking the centralizer of an involutory automorphism which inverts Jz'/Z(AZ) since it inverts JY and so is in Z(Aut(&)).
(3.8) Cohomologousness of g and h. Since 6g = A = oh, if we use g -h in (3.3), we get an abelian group. Since g and h vanish if their arguments are dependent, the group is elementary abelian, whence g -h is cohomologous to 0.
JORDAN ALGEBRAS: EXAMPLES AND CLASSIFICATION
The next two results are mentioned for background.
(4.1) THE SIMPLE JORDAN ALGEBRAS. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2 and let 2 be a finite dimensional simple Jordan algebra over K. Then $ is isomorphic to one of the following. (4.4) PROPOSITION. Let c and g be as in (4.3) wyith CI = -4 and let g, be the restriction of g to span{ e, ( p E U}, where U is any rank 2 subspace of A". Then g, is cohomologous to 0.
Proof: Let X := span{e,l% E U}. We observe that X has the triple basis {e, I x E P}, where 9 is the subloop of .& of index 3 corresponding to U in A A, The relations are e=, = oe,Y. In the associated Burnside group G (see (3.2) ), the function h may be altered by choosing a different transversal to G2 in G. Since 2-generator subgroups of G are extraspecial of order 27, the function h when restricted to U may be made identically 0 by a good choice of transversal, and this proves g is cohomologous to 0. 1 (4.5) PROPOSITION. In the notation of (4.3), E(a, c, g) is a Jordan algebra iffc! = -$. Case 2. The first variable is central. In this case, the monomials in (2.1 .b) cancel formally.
Case 3. A set of three of the variables (including the first) are independent modulo Z(A). We may assume that they correspond to (loo), (OlO), and (001). The fourth corresponds to (pqr) and so there are just 27 substitutions to check. m (4.6) Notation.
4 := 8( -4, c, g).
5
. Aif, &, F4(@) , AND 3&(c).
In this section, we study invariant cubic forms on f and on certain 9-dimensional subalgebras. (5.3) DEFINITION. Let G be the subgroup of CL(y) generated by B := Aut(&) and R the group generated by all right multiplications by J# on the indices; that is, R := ( p1 1 x E A)>, where px: ey H e,. For a subloop@ of&?, welet R,:=(p, [x~@) and B,:={g~BIgstabilizes'%}. (ii) The cubic forms 8, and t14 are preserved by G and span the space of all G-invariant cubic forms.
Proof: (i) is trivial.
(ii) The actions of G as ACL(3,3) on the 27 one-spaces and of Diag(A) on the individual one-spaces make it clear that the space of invariant cubic forms is at most 2-dimensional. Take a, b, c, x E ,&!. Since Aubc, 1 = A,, .hr. ('.~[, 1, it remains to be shown that abc = ax. bx . cx when all these are in Z := Z(J)). This follows from commutativity and use of the Moufang identity. Let M: := abc E Z. We compute (ax. bx) cx = (xa I bx) cx = yx . cx, by (2.4aL with y =x.ab. Now, yx . cx = xy . cx = (x . yc)x, by (2.4.a). Since 2-generator subloops are associative, yc = (x . ab) c = x(ab c) = xu' and so (ax . bx) cx = x3w = w, as required. 1
We want to give a cubic form on the vector space f which is invariant under a copy of 3E,(@). Let % be an index 3 subloop of A, % = lF3 x U < 4! and let X be the subalgebra span {e, 1 x E a}. Then:
(i) gluxu is cohomologous to 0 and X is isomorphic to the simple Jordan algebra Mat,(C) +; there is an isomorphism in which our triple basis corresponds to { oPAYB' 1 p, q, r = 0, 1, 2}, where (iii) The space of cubic forms in span{ g,, g,, g4} invariant under R, is span{ g,}.
Proof: (i) Follows from (2.12), (3.8), and (4.4).
(ii) We may imitate the argument of (5.4) to get that the space of B,#-invariant forms is 4-dimensional. From (5.2) and (5.4), the space of Aut(X)-invariant cubic forms contains span{ g,, g,, g4}. (iii) It suffices to show that if a linear combination h = erg, + fig4 is invariant, it is 0. Let a and b be elements of @ which are independent modulo the center. Then, using pLI, we get h(el, et,, eb-,) = h(e,, ehu, ehm ,") and a = 0; also, h(e,, e,, e,) = h(e,, cur e,), whence B = 0. 1 The techniques of this paper have analogues for the prime 2, which were explored in [Gr5] .
In [Cox] , it is shown that there is a loop of 16 elements, which we call CDi6, which forms a double basis of %', the 8 dimensional Cayley algebra. The seven maximal subloops of CD,, are quaternion groups of order 8 and the subalgebras of %? they span are quaternion algebras. The group 23 .GL(3,2) rAut (0) is embedded in Aut(g)z G2(C) and the group generated by right multiplications with 0 and Aut(0) is of the form 2l+ 3 f3 . GL(3, 2). This group is involved in a larger finite group of the form 22+3+3. [GL(3,2) x x3] < Spin(8, C): x3; see [Gr3, Gr5] for details.
The procedure of "removing the middle" of the group B(3, 3) in (3.2) to get the function h and ultimately the Jordan algebra has an analogue for the prime 2.
